Abstract-One of the most important features of fuzzy set theory is its potential for the modeling of natural language expressions. Most works done on this topic focus on some parts of natural language, mostly those that correspond to the socalled "evaluating linguistic expressions". We build constraints for the mathematical substitutes of these expressions to mark characteristic limits on an ordered scale.
I. INTRODUCTION
In some works devoted to the creation of contents of specified lists [1, 2, 7, 8, 9 , 10] the membership functions of fuzzy sets representing the lists' expressions are derived rather intuitively by applying symmetry for opposite atomic expressions. This method was used in the papers composed by Adlassnig [1, 2] , in which the diagnosis process, based on clinical symptoms, was the item of investigations. In the sequence of relation equations three fuzzy relations were involved, namely: "patient-symptom", "symptom-diagnosis" and "patient-diagnosis". The general fuzzy relation reflecting the compositional rule of inference is designed as "patient-diagnosis" = "patient-symptom" o "symptomdiagnosis", in which the symbol o stands for the max-min composition of relations. First we determine contents of the relations "patient-symptom" and "symptom-diagnosis" as collections of pairs with assigned membership degrees being numbers belonging to interval [0, 1] . Then we are capable of computing entries of relation "patient-diagnosis" that are relevant to decide of acceptance or rejection of a diagnosis considered in patient. The relation "patient-symptom" is created on the basis of clinical symptoms found in patients on condition that the lack of a symptom is marked by zero while a critical harmful extension of a biological index is followed by the value of one. It is quite easy to assign the membership degrees to the pairs ("patient", "symptom") but the development of mathematical forms of associations among the symptoms and the diagnoses is a sophisticated task to fulfill in the diagnostic model. The connection between "symptom" and "diagnosis" in each pair ("symptom", "diagnosis"), constituting a part of the relation "symptom-diagnosis", is rendered as a value of the membership degree assigned to this pair. The membership degree, in turn, expresses the relevance of "symptom" for "diagnosis". To In classical diagnostic methods all restrictions imposed on fuzzy sets are prognosticated one by one provided that a selection of parameters appearing in the membership functions maintains symmetric shapes of the functions. In one group of mentioned references [8, 9] there are indications of modifying membership functions of the expressions, e.g., generated by "often" such that "very often" or "rather often". Due to these hints we should apply the operations of concentration or dilution to the membership function of "often" to narrow or widen its shape in order to create recommended membership functions of "very often" or "often", but the supports representing the last terms still remain the same as in "often", which constitutes the disadvantage of the method. In another existing diagnostic model [1, 2] the constraints of fuzzy sets replacing the words from the list "symptom presence in diagnosis" are successively created by the proper selection of membership function parameters for each expression. The parameters are intuitively adjusted to warrant the regular shape of functions, and they even affect the range of the function supports.
To differ from the procedures mentioned above we intend to propose the own algorithm of a mathematical determination of constrains typical of fuzzy sets assigned to verbal descriptions of presence. First we will assume the existence of three atomic expressions "the leftmost", "in the middle" and "the rightmost" in the list [5] . After deciding the restriction of one expression we reorganize this constraint to obtain the membership functions of the other atoms.
In order to widen the list of expressions coming into existence from the atomic words we precede them with additional descriptions called hedges. To generate membership functions of sophisticated linguistic formulations, including both atomic expressions and hedges, we insert only one special parameter in the membership functions of atomic expressions. For these fuzzy sets that are expanded from atomic expressions the parameter, due to its value, causes the narrowing or widening effects in supports of the sets, and at the same time, it proportionally sculptures the set membership functions as well.
We thus derive the membership functions of atomic expressions of "symptom presence in diagnosis" in section 2. Afterwards we accomplish extensions of a number of constrains in Section 3. To find the contents of the matrix "symptom-diagnosis" in the form of values originating from interval [0, 1] we finally prepare a collection of numbers that can be set in the matrix instead of verbal descriptions of presence intensity. This item is argued in Section 4.
II. MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS OF ATOMIC EXPRESSIONS
Let us first decide the terms of a list constructed for "symptom presence in diagnosis". We suggest "presence" = I"never", "almost never"~, "very seldom", "seldom", "rather seldom", "moderately", "rather often", "often", "very often", "almost always", "always"}. By employing the membership functions (the constraints) of fuzzy sets that correspond to the expressions collected above, we will try to find these membership degrees of the sets that represent them in the most adequate way.
Let us suggest a reference set as the range A = [0, Al].
This contains supports of all fuzzy sets assisting the terms placed in the list "symptom presence in diagnosis". We first define three atomic expressions in A, i.e., "the leftmost" "seldom", "in the middle" = "moderately" and "the rightmost" = "often". We thus propose the following constrains for "the leftmost" and "the rightmost" sets, provided that the abbreviation "se" points at the parameters of "seldom". The notion "seldom" is characterized by the membership function
for X.<ea and "often" we then will implement the membership functions of the "leftmost" and "rightmost" atomic words derived as the split definitions
forx<30, 1-2( x-30 )2 for 30<x<40, 2( x50)2 for 40 < x < 50 0 forx>50, and Y = / 'often" (X) = 1 forx<100-50, t2(x1-503 )2 for 100 -50 < x < 100 -40, 1-2(x1-(30)) for 100 -40 < x < 100 -30, 0 forx2100-30.
We emphasize that we only need to define "the leftmost" description to generate both membership functions for "seldom" and "often".
The membership function of "moderately" is suggested to be the ;r-class function [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9] , and is adopted here as the restriction of an atomic expression formulated as "in the middle". The mapping is affected by the parameters of "seldom" and takes a form of Y A'moderately"((x) -X -ase2 (2) sx Al +2ase Al forx < / {1-s(x, A j3A 42as Al-ea)for x >-. 
III. RESTRICTIONS OF SETS WITH HEDGES IN THE NAMES
We often need to widen the list of expressions coming into existence from the atomic words with the membership functions established in (1) and (2). If we want to use the descriptions "very seldom" or "rather seldom", then we should adjust the membership functions of new fuzzy sets that possess names consisting of both the atomic words and the hedges. The hedges are interpreted as supplementary descriptions (usually adjectives) added to atomic words. In the word compositions "very seldom" or "rather seldom", the hedges are found as "very" and "rather". To be furnished with membership functions of sophisticated linguistic formulations, including such adjectives as "very", "rather", "almost" and the like, we add a parameter 3 to the parameters a/seAe, )se, already existing in (1) and (2) . The action of the parameter 3 causes either a narrowing or a widening effect in supports of these fuzzy sets that are derived from atomic expressions. The shapes of the membership functions defining the newly created sets are similar to genuine functions characteristic of atoms.
The rearranged membership functions of expressions belonging to a group selected as "hedge seldom" are yielded as [5, 6] Due to Eqs (7) and (8) 
to produce membership functions of the variables originating from "seldom". The changes in (8) made as Y = /"hedge often". (X) = 0 foroxo<100-50, 2 x-(100-50) for 100 506i < x < 100 40a, 1 -2(X 03f0)2 for 100 -40a< x < 100 -306, -1 forx.100-306, (10) give a class of functions possessing "often" in their names.
The parameter 3 works in accordance with the following criteria [3, 5]:
1. 35 1 where no hedge in (7) and (8) is needed (empty hedge); 2. 0 < 3< 1 is applied for hedges with narrowing effects; 3. 3> 1 is introduced for hedges with widening effects. Example 4 For Eq. (9) we have tested different values of the parameter 3 to finally decide that the most appropriate values of 3 in the case of "seldom" can be stated as 3= 0.75 for "very seldom", 3= 0.5 for "very, very seldom" = "almost never", 3 = 0.25 for "very, very, very seldom" = "never" and 3= 1.25 for "rather seldom". The values of 3 < 1 will narrow supports of "hedge seldom" sets but 3> 1, on the contrary, enlarges an outlook of "rather seldom".
The graphs of the membership functions generated by "seldom" when taking into account the parameters designed above are depicted in Fig. 1 . 25 50 75 100 Fig. 1 . The constraints of the fuzzy sets generated by "seldom" Formula (10) yields further composed structures proceeding from the other atomic word "often". By determining 3= 0.75 we find the membership function of "very often", 3= 0.5 gives "very, very often" = "almost always" and we get "very, very, very often" = "always" for = 0.25. To create the membership function of "rather often" we exploit the widening effect of 3and adopt its value as 3= 1.25.
The common result of employment of the parameter 3as a factor changing the membership function of "often" for the sophisticated expressions containing this word is seen in Fig.  2 . The representatives of the sets "never", ..., "always" are sampled in Table I.   TABLE I   THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE We now sample the results of all latest investigations that have led to the construction of new membership functions. These, as fuzzy sets shown in Fig. 3 , represent the terms of "symptom presence in diagnosis".
IV. THE NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF PRESENCE INTENSITY
In the further step of our efforts leading to a creation of the "symptom-diagnosis" matrix, we desire to extract only one value of the support that represents each fuzzy set belonging to "symptom presence in diagnosis". It seems to be reliable to accept, as a representative, this element of the set support that is assimilated to a certain border of the set's membership function. We can establish the boundary value To give expression to the verbal descriptions of presence via values of the membership degrees, we finally plan a common restriction involving the s-class function A' common (x)= s(x,°common /8common rcommon )
( 1 1) that should completely cover the space formed for the representative values from Table 1.  Example 6 Let us accept aicommon = 7.5, /common= 50 and Ycommon =92.5 in (11) . It should be emphasized that the borders of the space for "common" are decided to be equal to 7.5 respectively 92.5 to obtain the value of zero as the membership degree standing for "never", and the value of one assigned to "always" in accordance with the physicians' abilities to interpret "never" and "always". By setting the numbers from the last column of Table I in (11) as the x-values, we discover the associations between the names of variables and the corresponding membership degrees assigned to them. We state the results of appropriate computations in Table II . Table II provides us with the information on how to tie the words taking place in the list "symptom presence in diagnosis", to real numbers that replace them in the fuzzy relation "symptom -diagnosis", known as "medical knowledge" of the diagnostic model. When a physician is asked for deciding the presence of a symptom in the corresponding diagnosis, then he should only choose a word from the list containing the items that determine "symptom presence in diagnosis". In computations assisting a mathematical model one of the numbers put into the last column of Table II replaces the verbal expression approved by the physician.
To improve the comprehension of the last statements let us observe an essence of relation "symptom -diagnosis" in the next example. Example 7 We consider three diagnoses D1 "high risk of cardiovascular diseases", D2 ="coronary heart disease" and D3 ="myocardial infarct". These are associated with important symptoms S1 -"feeling of sickness", S2 -"hypertension" and S3 -"increased level of LDLcholesterol".
To answer the question: "How often is Sjfound in Dk?", j, k = 1, 2, 3, the physician selects a word from the list defining "symptom presence in diagnosis". His answers are collected in Table III. 
In conformity with the rule telling us that the accepted diagnosis should possess the highest membership degree in PD we accept D3, which the physician has confirmed as well. The matrix SD usually adopted as "medical knowledge" is a very important part of the diagnostic model since it constitutes the model's invariant when comparing it with different relations PS constructed for individual patients.
V.CONCLUSIONS In the composed paper we have only sketched an outline of the diagnostic process without discussing it in details since there are lots of available publications devoted to this topic. The item that has particularly appealed our attention concerns the modification of linguistic variables containing verbal expressions converted to numbers. The relation "symptom-diagnosis", which is the effect of a judgment of symptom presence in diagnosis, constitutes an essential part of medical diagnosis and should be prepared in the model with a particular care.
In the introduction we have shortly reported other methods of creating linguistic variables to begin the own model of their implementations.
At first we have shown how to find the membership functions of all atoms being of basic meaning for the list that determines the linguistic variable.
By inserting the value of the supplementary parameter 6 we have constructed the membership functions of more sophisticated verbal descriptions originating from atomic words. The effect of the 6-parameter insertion is essential when operating on supports of fuzzy sets. The supports become narrower or wider, which reflects our intuitive ability of perception telling us that sets possessing in the description the word "very" should be shrunk in comparison to sets deprived of this supplement.
We emphasize that only one function has been intuitively prognosticated while the other mappings have been mathematically emerged from it. This differs our method from other implementations of fuzzy sets in which patterns for generating membership functions do not exist. We thus hope that all transformations performed on the membership functions have demonstrated the logical and elegant design of the mathematical scenario, which should be regarded as an advantage of the presented model.
